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Abstract 
The immersed boundary method(IBM) was rapid developed in recent years, because of the ability for the complex configurations 
and moving bodies simulations. Most of the research on the IBM were focused on the low Mach number flow, few researchers 
applied this method to the high Mach number flow problems. A new IB method developed in current paper, which applied the 
volume fraction to get the cut cell average variables. The values of the variables in the cells that located in the body was 
determined by the ghost cell method, and the value located in the flow field were gained by power law interpolation. The cases 
that transonic flow round airfoil and Ma 1.3 shock wave cross wedge were simulated, which showed that the new method could 
captured the shock wave, expansion wave, shock-vortex interaction, shock reflection, and this method is suitable for the high-
speed flow problems. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of Chinese Society of Aeronautics and Astronautics (CSAA).  
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1. Introduction 
Researchers paid more and more attention to the unsteady flow that affected by the moving boundary. The 
numerical method for the moving boundary problems became an important direction in CFD research and 
application. The method which based on the non-body conformal grid, such as the immersed boundary (IB) 
method[1]-[4], Cartesian grid method[5],[6] ,  begin to expose their tremendous potential for moving boundary 
numerical simulations. 
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The immersed boundary method was introduced by Peskin0 for blood flow simulation. There are two key factors 
that affect the IB method, one is how to get the force term, and the other is how to disperse the force near the wall. 
During the early stage of the IB method, researcher used the continuous force approach0 or feedback force method0 
to gain the analytic force term,  then distributed the volume force to the boundary by distributed functions. The 
bottleneck of these kinds of method was the numerical stability, especially for the rigid body flowfield simulation. 
The discrete forcing method that developed by Yusof[4], which derive the forcing from the numerical solution, 
accelerated the development of the IB method. To gain the discrete forcing term, the flow variables in the cells near 
the boundary should be interpolated form cells nearby. The bilinear interpolating method (trilinear interpolation for 
3D)was the most common method for the low-speed flow problems. The boundary layer velocity profile in the cases 
that with low mach number or low Reynolds number flow was nearly linear, which made the bilinear(trilinear) 
interpolation widely used in the IB method for these cases. Choi et al.[8]  suggested the power-law interpolation for 
the turbulent boundary layer simulation, and the second-order tangential velocity correction was also used. Keistler0 
extended the method to the supersonic flow simulation, which is one of the few studies on the supersonic IB method. 
Some researchers ranked the Cartesian grid method to the IB method, because most of the IB methods were based 
on the Cartesian grid. The regular Cartesian grid method, such as ghost cells method, cut-cell method, could not 
avoid the complex treatment for the cells splitting or combination, which prevented the Cartesian grid method 
development in the cases with complex configurations. 
The method developed in current paper combined the Choi’s power-law interpolation and the ghost cell method, 
and used the volume fraction to compute the variable average value located in the cut cells. The transonic airfoil 
cases and the diffraction of a Ma 1.3 shock wave past a wedge  case were employed for the method test. The result 
showed that the method could capture flow details, such as the shock wave, expansion wave, the shock-vortex 
interaction, shock reflection. This method could be easily applied to any complex configurations, and could extended 
to 3D case or dynamic process simulation expediently.  
2. Numerical Method 
2.1. Governing equation 
The integral form 2D N-S equation, which considered the volume force, could be written as follow: 
                                      (1) 
Where: 
                                
(2) 
 
 
 
 
                                (3) 
 
The variable , , ,p e TU  and k  stand for density, static pressure, internal energy, temperature and heat conduction 
coefficient.; ,u v are the Cartesian components of the velocity vector v . The heat conduction term 
ix
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2.2. Discretisation process 
The cell-centered finite volume scheme was used for governing equations discretisation. The linear MUSCL 
scheme was employed for flow variable construction. The convective flux were solved by the AUSM family 
schemes and Roe’s scheme.  The multi-step Rung-Kutta and LU-SGS method were employed for temporal 
discretisation.  
2.3. Direct force method  
The volume fraction IB method developed in this paper is based on the direct forcing method that suggested by 
Mohd-Yusof[4]. The direct forcing approach is different from the continuous forcing approach that first suggested 
by Peskin0. The forcing term is added to the discrete momentum equation in direct forcing method, and the forcing 
term in continuous method is worked on the equation before discretisation. 
The semi-discrete governing equation could be written as: 
                                              (4) 
 
The term iRHS contains the convective flux and viscous flux. The volume force if could be given as Yusof’s form: 
                                           (5) 
 
 
 
Here, Biu is the velocity in the cells near the boundary , which could be interpolated  for cells around. 
2.4. The volume fraction  IB method 
The volume fraction IB method developed in this paper is based on unstructured Cartesian grid. The cells in the 
computing domain could be divided into four types: flowfield cells, aband cells, cut cells and ghost cells. Fig.  1 
shows the classification of the cells. The governing equations do not contain the volume force term could be solved 
in the flowfield cells(i.e. 0ifU  ); the velocity Biu  should be interpolated before the flowfield iterative in other 
cells. 
The velocity Biu  for aband cells could be interpolated from cells around by power-law interpolation 
method(Section 2.6).To interpolate the flow variables in ghost cells, the ghost cells method(Section 2.5) that rooted 
in Cartesian grid method is employed. The cut cells are divided into two parts by the wall boundary, which are 
named flow-part and body-part. The variables in flow-part are interpolated as the way in aband cells, however, the 
variables for body-part are obtained by ghost cells method. After interpolating the variables in the two parts, the 
average values of the cut cells could gain as below: 
                                                                 (6) 
Here q  stands for the flow variables, subscript I and O  means the flow-part and the body-part, and the volume 
fraction I  equals the volume of the flow-part divided the volume of the cut cells. 
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Fig.  1.  Schematic illustrating classification of the cells. 
2.5. Ghost cell method 
The ghost cell method is a kind of simple and effective numerical wall boundary method. The flow variables of  
cells that located in the body could gained from its symmetry points about the wall, which located in the flowfield, 
as point A and B in Fig.  1. Point A is the cell center of a ghost cell, S is the projective point on the wall, the length 
of segment BS and AS are equals, thus point B is the symmetry point of A. According as the curvature corrected 
symmetry technique(CCST) that suggested by Dadone et al.0, the values  of flow variable at point A could computed 
from the values at point B. In CCST, the pressure of point A is based on utilizing the normal-momentum equation, 
which take the wall curvature into account: 
                                                                     (7) 
 
Here R is the local radius of curvature, which is positive while the curvature center located in the body. tV  is the 
tangential velocity. After modeling the local flowfield as a vortex flow of constant entropy and total enthalpy, the 
other flow quantities may be evaluated. The variables at point A could be expressed as: 
            
 
 (8) 
 
 
 
 
n'  in the formula is the distance between point A and B, subscript n  and t  stand for normal and tangential 
components. 
2.6. Interpolation process 
The interpolating methods are needed for computing Biu  in direct forcing formula or gaining variables at 
symmetry point while CCST method is employed. The effective and accurate interpolation is one of the most 
important researching direction of IB method. The bilinear(trilinear for 3D) interpolation was widely used in low 
Reynolds number flow simulation, and the power-law interpolation by Choi et al.[8] would choose in this paper 
cause of its ability for turbulent boundary layer simulating. 
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Fig.  2.  The interpolation stencil for point B[8]. 
Fig.  2 shows the interpolation stencil for point B flow quantities computing. Point B is the objective point, point 
S is the projective point on the wall, and point I is named dependent point. The velocity at B could be expressed as: 
                                                                   (9) 
The distribution of the tangential velocity near the wall was expressed as below in power-law interpolation: 
                                             (10) 
 
 
Here, B Il d d  is a distance parameter, and k  is the power of  l . The second term in the right side is a second-
order correction.  The normal velocity component is expressed as: 
                                          (11) 
 
 
Obviously, the parameter k would affect the distribution of the velocity profile, and the value of k is associated 
with the problems solved. Choi et al.[8]pointed out that, the velocity profile is nearly linear while Re 1000 , and 
1k   is suitable for the flow with low Reynolds number. For high Reynolds number flow, 1 7k   or 1 9k   are 
proper. 
The other variables at symmetry point in CCST should also be interpolated. Assuming the difference between the 
local pressure and free-steam value could be represented as a second-order polynomial in the normal distance n : 
                                                             (12) 
And it would be expressed at 0n  (wall boundary) as: 
                                       (13) 
 
 
The pressure gradient at the surface are associated with the wall movement, b equals zero while the surface stay 
static. And at the dependence point I : 
                                                          (14) 
 
 
Thus, yielding the final interpolating formula of the pressure: 
                                      (15) 
 
 
The density of point B could solved by isentropic relations: 
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The location and the flow quantities of the dependence point I  during the interpolation were unknown. It could 
be interpolated from cells around[8].  
3. Validation examples and Analysis 
Here are two configurations were chose for program validation.  
3.1. NACA 0012 airfoil 
Two transonic case of NACA 0012 airfoil were chose for validation. Case I: 0.7Ma  , 1.49D  , and Case II:
0.8Ma  , 1.25D  . 
Fig.  3 shows the simulation result of case I. It is clearly that the distribution of the contour is smooth. The 
pressure near the stagnation point is high, and the downstream direction along the upper airfoil, there is a expansion 
region, which made an obvious low-pressure zone. The curves in Fig.  4 are the pressure distribution on the wall, the 
curves with different colors are the results that simulated with different power parameter k , the black squares 
stands for the experimental data. It is clearly that, the numerical results agree well with the experiment result. The 
figure at right is the details of the comparison at the expansion region. The result of 1 9k   is the closest curve to 
the experimental data, it’s similar with the conclusion of Choi’s.[8]  
  
Fig.  3 . The pressure(Left) and Mach number(Right) contour of Case I. 
 
Fig.  4.  Comparison of the experimental data with numerical result of  different k  
The flow of case I is high subsonic, thus there is no shock appeared in the flowfield. Fig.  5 shows the result of 
case II , it is clearly that there is a strong shock at the upper airfoil and a weak shock appeared at the down airfoil.  
The figure at right shows the comparison of the wall pressure distribution that simulated by the method in current 
work and body-fitted grid. It shows that the location and the intensity of the two shocks that simulated by different 
methods are nearly the same. The wall pressure distribution that simulated by the body-fitted grid is more sharp. 
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There is an obvious pressure jump after the strong shock in the curve that simulated by the body-fitted grid, and the 
result that simulated by current work is more smooth. 
 
Fig.  5  The result of Case II 
The two cases show that, the IB method that developed in current work could simulate the transonic flow 
problems accurately, the location and intensity of the shock wave and expansion wave could be exactly simulated . 
The two cases show that the method have the ability to simulate the high-speed flow. 
3.2. Shock diffraction over wedge 
A shock diffraction over a wedge was chose for the shock and vortex simulating ability validating. The details of 
the wedge configuration can be found in Ref 0. There is a Mach 1.3 shock located at the upstream of the wedge at 
the beginning, when the shock move across the wedge, there would be some shock reflection and vortex generation 
occurred. 
Fig.  6 shows the comparison between the numerical Schlieren images and experimental images at different 
instant. The three images above are numerical Schlieren images form from numerical results that simulated by the 
current method, and the three images below are experimental images which could be found in Ref 0, the figures at 
the same location are occurred nearly at the same time. It is clearly that the process of shock reflection, vortex 
generation, shock-vortex interaction could be fulled revealed, which means that the method has the ability to capture 
the shock wave, expansion wave, shock-vortex interaction, shock reflection etc. 
Thought, the comparison also expose some shortages of the simulation. The two images at the left of Fig.  6 
corresponding to moment that the planar shock crossing the wedge forms a cylindrical reflected bow shock. The 
experimental image shows the three-wave point clearly, and the slip line could also be distinguished. These details 
are missed in the numerical result. The two figures in the middle are at the instant that the main shock pass the back 
of the wedge. There is a pair of fan expansion wave in the experimental image, and the corresponding structure in 
the numerical result seems too wide. 
The comparison shows that, the current method could capture the main flowfield structure of the shock diffraction, 
it is suitable for high speed flow simulation, though the missing details expose some shortages of the method which 
need more research on it. 
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(a)  Snapshots of numerical Schlieren images at different instant 
   
(a)  Experimental Schlieren images at different instant 
Fig.  6.   The comparison between numerical and experimental result 
4. Conclusion 
An immersed boundary method based on the volume fraction was establish in current work. It is a simple method 
which could easily expand to 3D or moving boundary flow simulation. 
The transonic airfoil flow cases and Mach 1.3 shock diffraction were chose for the method validation, the result 
show that the current method could capture the expansion, shock, moving shock, vortex generation and shock vortex 
interaction efficiently.  
The method have the ability to simulate the main flow structure of the high speed flow, and some details of the 
flowfield missed during the simulating, which should be taken into account in the future work. 
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